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By BRIELLE JAEKEL

Digital video is proving to maintain its status as a prolific tool in modern marketing, with more than half of the
brands designated as "geniuses" in Garter L2's Digital IQ scoring also ranked as the top performers on YouTube.

Garter L2's report has designated 57 of the 1,872 researched brands as digital geniuses, labeled as leaders in digital
media, product innovation and organizational structure, with many exhibiting similar characteristics. In addition to
prowess in mobile video, these leaders showed an ability to adapt to the changing media landscape and excel in
new platforms.

"The 57 brands designated as genius across L2's Digital IQ Index in 2018 have incrementally improved their
overalldigital performance over time," said Jake Matthews, director of CPG Research at Garter L2. "This year, genius
brands ranked within the top 10th percentile across all four primary dimensions digital marketing, site, mobile and
social media.

"Genius brands have always outperformed in the area of digital marketing, which includes Google search, display
advertising and email performance," he said. "While digital marketing has long been an area of expertise, social
media represents the area of fastest growth between 2017 and 2018."

Digital genius
Brands within the ranking who were able to leverage Instagram showed significant intelligence in digital marketing.

These marketers also followed consumer-first indicators in digital to better anticipate their product needs and
supply chain strategies.
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L2 named Louis Vuitton as a genius brand. Image credit: Louis Vuitton

Business silos have proven to be the enemy of a contemporary brand, prohibiting its ability to think like the
consumer does in an omnichannel mindset. To the consumer, no matter if he or she is interacting with the brand on
desktop, in stores or via an application, he or she still sees it all as one brand.

Marketers who were able to centralize their businesses and set new goals, unlike the outdated marketing models of
the past, saw significant digital growth.

Acquisitions are becoming more commonplace with today's brands, but it is  the execution that has allowed certain
marketers to be labeled as L2's geniuses. Those that are able to transfer knowledge and competency between
acquirer to acquired, and vice versa, saw success.

These brands also focused on tangible metrics to determine their true digital health.

Brand examples
Gucci, Louis Vuitton, Sephora, Lancme, Four Seasons, Cartier and Tiffany & Co. were a few of the luxury brands
who L2 designated as digital geniuses.

T iffany & Co. exhibited its digital strength when it updated a classic film for modern times with help from
blockbuster talents.

The brand's spring campaign "Believe in Dreams" remixed the window-shopping scene from "Breakfast at
T iffany's," casting actress Elle Fanning as the protagonist. T iffany's spot was among the efforts the brand rolled out
to fete artistic director Reed Krakoff's first jewelry designs (see story).

Gucci marked the launch of a new fragrance trio with a special video and podcast series exploring unconventional
beauty.

"Growing Pains" is a collaborative video and podcast project between Dazed Beauty and Gucci coinciding with the
introduction of Gucci Bloom fragrances. By sharing brand storytelling through both video and audio, Gucci is
leveraging more digital tools to reach its audience (see story).

"On social media, geniuses pick and choose platforms on which to place the most effort, prioritizing video," Mr.
Matthews said. "Only a third of genius brands performed within the top 10th percentile of their respective index on
Facebook, 40 percent did so on Instagram and 54 percent are in this top-performing tier on YouTube.

"Only six brands could shine on all three of these social platforms: Walmart, L'Oral, Gucci, Sephora, Dollar Shave
Cluband Tiffany," he said.
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